Design of a new therapy for patients with chronic kidney disease: use of microarrays for selective hemoadsorption of uremic wastes and toxins to improve homeostasis
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Abstract: The hypothesis proposed here would provide near to optimum homeostasis for patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD) without the need for hemodialysis. This strategy has not been described previously in the scientific literature. It involves a targeted therapy that may prevent progression of the disease and help to improve the well-being of CKD patients. It proposes a nanotechnological device, ie, a microarray-oriented homeostasis provider (MOHP), to improve homeostasis in CKD patients. MOHP would be an auxiliary kidney aid, and would improve the filtration functions that impaired kidneys cannot perform by their own. MOHP is composed of two main computer-oriented components, ie, a quantitative microarray detector (QMD) and a homeostasis-oriented microarray column (HOMC). QMD detects and HOMC selectively removes defined quantities of uremic wastes, toxins and any other metabolites which is programmed for. The QMD and HOMC would accomplish this with the help of a peristaltic blood pump that would circulate blood aseptically in an extracorporeal closed circuit. During the passage of blood through the QMD, this microarray detector would quantitatively monitor all of the blood compounds that accumulate in the blood of a patient with impaired glomerular filtration, including small-sized, middle-sized and large-sized molecules. The electronic information collected by QMD would be electronically transmitted to the HOMC, which would adjust the molecules to the concentrations they are electronically programmed for and/or receive from QMD. This process of monitoring and removal of waste continues until the programmed homeostasis criteria are reached. Like a conventional kidney machine, MOHP can be used in hospitals and homes under the supervision of a trained technician. The main advantages of this treatment would include improved homeostasis, a reduced likelihood of side effects and of the morbidity resulting from CKD, slower progression of kidney impairment, prevention of end-stage renal failure, a decreased need for hemodialysis therapy, avoidance of dialysis-related side effects later on in the patient’s life, improved quality of life and increased life expectancy.
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Background
Kidney disease is the eighth most common cause of death worldwide.1 Twenty-six million US adults have chronic kidney disease (CKD),2 and the global prevalence of the disease is estimated to be 8%–16%.3 High-risk groups include those with diabetes, hypertension, and a family history of kidney failure. Statistically, up to two-thirds of those affected are patients with diabetes and hypertension.2,4 According to one survey, approximately 5%–7% of the world’s population has mild CKD, and the disease is more common in developing countries as well as disadvantaged and minority populations.5
CKD, also called chronic kidney failure, refers to the gradual loss of kidney function, and is manifested by reduced glomerular filtration rate, increased urinary albumin excretion, or both. When the kidneys do not function properly, the homeostatic balance of sodium, potassium, calcium, water, and other salts is impaired. Impaired kidneys lead to accumulation of nitrogenous wastes in the blood and the development of proteinuria, ie, protein in the urine. Uremia develops as nitrogenous wastes accumulate in the blood, and the lack of appropriate water excretion causes edema. Depending on the severity of the disease, the age of the patient, and other factors, CKD manifests as a wide range of physiological disorders during the patient’s lifetime. Complications include increased cardiovascular mortality, progression of kidney disease, acute kidney injury, cognitive decline, anemia, bone and mineral disorders, and fractures. CKD is associated with premature mortality, decreased quality of life, and increased health care expenditure. In addition to diabetes and hypertension, other etiologies of CKD include glomerulonephritis, embryonic malformations, lupus and other diseases that affect the body’s immune system, obstruction due to kidney stones, tumors, an enlarged prostate gland in men, repeated urinary tract infections, and polycystic kidney disease. CKD can be assessed using three simple tests, ie, blood pressure, urinary albumin, and serum creatinine. Persistent proteinuria indicates that CKD is present. CKD is differentiated from acute kidney disease by the persistence of decreased kidney function for over 3 months. The sooner CKD is detected, the better the chance of preventing further complications, development of end-stage kidney failure, and a number of life-threatening side effects.

The present work discusses a hypothetical device that could be used to achieve near homeostasis in patients with CKD. The hypothesis aims at developing a microarray-oriented homeostasis provider (MOHP), ie, a computer-assisted process of blood filtration that would selectively remove uremic waste and toxins from the blood of a patient with CKD, while circulating blood in an extracorporeal circuit with the aid of a pump. The patient’s blood would flow through the tubing and proposed device to get close to constituents of the normal blood plasma near to homeostatic proportion. The device would be pre-programmed to remove set amounts of uremic waste and toxins from the blood, and the settings would be manually adjusted under the direction of a nephrologist according to the needs of the individual patient. The cleansed blood would be return to the body via the circuit. Implementation of this treatment for adjustment of homeostasis would be prescribed by the physician according to the patient’s physiological performance. It may be prescribed once or twice a month in a dialysis center; however, some patients may prefer to be treated at home under the supervision of a trained operator.

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of MOHP and its position in the extracorporeal blood circuit. The blood passes through the porous lamellae of a quantitative microarray detector (QMD), which measures the concentrations of uremic waste and toxins of interest. This would be the main electronic role of the QMD. Since the internal environment is dynamic, in an automated progress throughout the entire treatment, in short intervals (eg, every 5 minutes), the QMD resets itself and takes a new score. These electronic QMD readings taken at brief intervals are transmitted continuously to the homeostasis-oriented microarray column (HOMC). In this regard, the QMD communicates with the HOMC regarding how much of each compound to retain. HOMC absorbs and immobilizes wastes, as instructed by the QMD. Constant cooperation between the QMD and HOMC is necessary throughout the process to prevent disequilibrium syndrome. When removal is sufficient, the QMD electronically detects the adequacy of hemodialysis or a near homeostasis condition. At this stage, the QMD would signal the end of treatment on the machine monitor, eg, by switching on a green light to attract the attention of the operator, and that would be the end of the treatment session. Throughout treatment, manual samples could be taken from untreated and treated blood to double-check the performance of the device and to determine if any other tests are required. All treated patients should have regular consults with their nephrologist and be evaluated for treatment adequacy, as with conventional hemodialysis. The adequacy assessment should include urea clearance, volume control, blood pressure, mineral metabolism, and clinical symptoms.

**General specifications**

MOHP would comprise two main computerized components, ie, the QMD and the HOMC. QMD detects compounds of interest and HOMC immobilizes them. The general specifications of each are discussed as follows. QMD is composed of sets of microarrays residing on porous lamellae that blood can easily pass through. These lamellae are composed of biocompatible polymers on which carbon nanotubes are attached. Because of their surface area, nanotubes provide a large surface area than can harbor an extensive number of specific microarrays. Each set of lamellae and their specific microarrays is designed to detect one specific form of uremic waste (eg, sodium, potassium, calcium, nitrogenous), so a QMD would contain many different types of specialized lamellae. The speed of saturation of each specific microarray...
with its target ion or molecule is proportional to the concentration of that material in blood. In other words, the saturation speed induces a magnitude of an electronic pulse that is indicative of the magnitude of concentration of that specific material. These electronic pulses would induce HOMC to remove the wastes accordingly. Given that the concentration of wastes diminishes in the blood and the internal environment is dynamic, new readings are constantly required, so the QMD would be designed to discharge (reset) at short intervals, eg, every 5 minutes. During the discharge process, the ions and molecules retained are released from their retention sites on the QMD, and QMD would start taking new scores to upgrade data information for HOMC performance.

HOMC immobilizes wastes selectively to the concentration level determined by the QMD or to the level manually programmed for by a computer-oriented management panel (Figure 1). The HOMC would be composed of porous, biocompatible polymeric lamellae, nanotubes, and sets of microarrays similar to those described for the QMD. The difference would be that HOMC confine extensive number of lamellae for irreversible immobilization of waste constituents. Each set of immobilizing lamellae would have the capacity to retain grams of each type of waste. In this regard, quantitatively, HOMC lamellae would be abundant enough not to reach saturation per treatment. Collaboration between QMD and HOMC, under the supervision of a physician, would bring the blood closer and closer to a near homeostasis condition. Achievement of near homeostasis restores the blood close to a normal, healthy balance; however, according to the patient’s need, the nephrologist may manually adjust some of the HOMC parameters. The flow rate and total volume of blood being processed at a given point in time would be set by the physician according to the physiological status of the patient. Such tunings would be achievable in computer hardware, related software, and a trained technician of the setup. Figure 1 provides a schematic diagram of the proposed procedure.

**Evaluation of the hypothesis**

The efficacy of MOHP should first be evaluated meticulously in large animals, such as dogs, monkeys, or horses, with artificially impaired kidneys that behave functionally like those in human patients with CKD. In short-term comparisons, achievement for near homeostasis should be well demonstrated, along with the well-being of treated animals.
Clinical signs and symptoms alone are not reliable indicators of treatment adequacy. The balance of water, sodium, potassium, calcium, removal of nitrogenous wastes, blood pressure, degree of edema, and concentration of hydrogen ions in relation to acidosis should receive special attention at this stage. Long-term evaluations should include lifelong monitoring of the treated animals for progression of kidney impairment, development of end-stage renal disease, weight loss, percent mortality, and average life span. The effectiveness of MOHP in animal investigations would then lead to evaluation in human volunteers with CKD. Researchers in urology should meticulously consider how to enroll and stratify patients according to their profile, especially their history of CKD. Participating patients would be required to sign their informed consent.

Treated patients should be also evaluated for achievement of near homeostasis. When proven to be efficient, MOHP could be used as a technique to assist patients with CKD worldwide. While MOHP would evolve as a new procedure in the treatment of CKD, it would require meticulous scientific attention throughout the evaluation process to ensure that the method is successful. The cost of the device is expected to be similar to that of the hemodialysis machines used in patients with end-stage kidney failure.

Probable discomforts
Like conventional hemodialysis, MOHP may cause hypotension, muscle cramps, infection, clotting, itching, dry mouth, and anxiety. The cures are the same as suggested by Shahidi Bonjar. Given that the frequency of treatment sessions is much less than for conventional hemodialysis, the probable discomforts are anticipated to be lesser.

Duration of treatment
Since removal of blood wastes would be a selective process and achievement for near homeostasis would be attained using this target-oriented treatment, it is anticipated that each session of treatment would be performed over a duration of approximately 1–2 hours. Because of its high specificity, it is also anticipated that treatment would be prescribed once or twice a month; however, clinical evaluation under the supervision of skilled researchers and assessment for treatment adequacy would set ideal figures in the future.

Sterilization
It is anticipated that the tubing and microarray columns would be manufactured and packaged aseptically before leaving the factory. The sterile package would be opened at the time of treatment and administered to the patient with the help of a peristaltic blood pump.

Consequences of the hypothesis and clinical significance
MOHP is a controlled targeted procedure that determines how much of each of blood components should be removed to attain a near homeostasis condition at each treatment session. Since MOHP is a computerized technique for management of uremic waste and toxins, assessment of treatment adequacy would reveal efficacy of enhanced physiological criteria in post treatment. However, to ensure near to optimum homeostasis, patients be assessed regularly for treatment adequacy. This assessment should focus mainly on blood pressure, urea clearance, mineral metabolism, volume control, and clinical symptoms. The intelligent electronic behavior of MOHP and its target-oriented nature would help to improve patients' health and enhance their quality of life. It would certainly increase the average life expectancy of patients with CKD and decrease their overall medical expenses in the long term.

Conclusion
Early detection of kidney disease can help to prevent progression to kidney failure. The MOHP selectively removes defined quantities of uremic wastes, toxins, and other metabolites from the uremic blood of patients with CKD. This procedure would allow controlled removal of uremic waste and toxins until programmed homeostasis is attained. Its implementation would improve both the quality of life and the life expectancy of CKD patients. In other physiologically similar blood disorders where impaired homeostasis needs correction, similar microarray devices could be developed to help patients.
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